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	Web Application Development with R Using Shiny, 9781783284474 (1783284471), Packt Publishing, 2013

	Harness the graphical and statistical power of R and rapidly develop interactive user interfaces using the superb Shiny package


	Overview

	
		Helps you to use Shiny's built in functions to produce engaging and useful user interfaces in hours, not days
	
		Enables you to extend Shiny using JavaScript and jQuery with minimal coding
	
		Shows you how to write cutting-edge interactive content for the Web



	In Detail


	R is a highly flexible and powerful tool for analyzing and visualizing data. Shiny is the perfect companion to R, making it quick and simple to share analysis and graphics from R that users can interact with and query over the Web. Let Shiny do the hard work and spend your time generating content and styling, not writing code to handle user inputs.


	Web Application with R using Shiny is an accessible introduction to sharing interactive content from R using Shiny. You will learn by doing, with each chapter including code and examples to use and adapt for your own applications. By the end of this book, you will be able to build useful and engaging web applications with only a few lines of code - no JavaScript required.


	Web Application with R using Shiny will show you how to begin analyzing, visualizing, and sharing your data using practical examples.


	This book will teach you how to rapidly prototype and build interactive data summaries using Shiny's built-in widgets and functions. You will learn how to integrate Shiny applications with your existing HTML and CSS, how to greatly extend the power and usability of your applications using JavaScript, and how to quickly deploy them over the Web.


	The book uses practical examples to show you how to get the best out of R and Shiny, helping you to produce and share cutting-edge analytics with minimal effort.


	What you will learn from this book

	
		Produce advanced analysis and graphics using R
	
		Implement Shiny's built-in widgets to rapidly build user interfaces
	
		Apply reactive programming techniques to handle user interactions with minimal coding
	
		Adapt and change your interfaces in response to user input to give your users an engaging and rewarding experience
	
		Integrate JavaScript and jQuery with Shiny to add different and exciting content and interactions to your Shiny applications
	
		Use HTML and CSS to style your Shiny applications and integrate them seamlessly with your own web content
	
		Serve your users better by allowing them to upload their own data and download the results quickly and simply
	
		Deploy Shiny applications over the Web using simple and free technologies



	Approach


	This book follows a standard tutorial-based approach which will teach you how to make a web app using R and Shiny quickly and easily.


	Who this book is written for


	This book is for anybody who wants to produce interactive data summaries over the Web, whether you want to share them with a few colleagues or the whole world. You need no previous experience with R, Shiny, HTML, or CSS to begin using this book, although you will need at least a little previous experience with programming in a different language.
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Phakic Intraocular Lenses: Principles and PracticeSlack Incorporated, 2003

	
		Phakic intraocular lenses are innovative devices that provide the ability to correct extreme levels of myopia, nearsightedness, and astigmatism that other modalities have been unsuccessful correcting.

	
		As these devices are increasingly gaining popularity internationally, it has become equally important for a reference to...



		

Wireless and Mobile Networks SecurityJohn Wiley & Sons, 2009

	This book provides a thorough examination and analysis of cutting-edge research and security solutions in wireless and mobile networks. It begins with coverage of the basic security concepts and fundamentals which underpin and provide the knowledge necessary for understanding and evaluating security issues, challenges, and solutions. This...


		

Geometry for Computer Graphics: Formulae, Examples and ProofsSpringer, 2004
Geometry is the cornerstone of computer graphics and computer animation, and provides the framework and tools for solving problems in two and three dimensions. This may be in the form of describing simple shapes such as a circle, ellipse, or parabola, or complex problems such as rotating 3D objects about an arbitrary axis.  Geometry for Computer...




	

Human Reliability Assessment Theory and PracticeCRC Press, 2009
A continually evolving discipline, Human Reliability Assessment (HRA) has elements of controversy from the definition of terms to the application of appropriate methods for the representation of human failure probability. The idea that human error is a random event is falling out of favor and the concept that humans can be set up to fail or...


		

Machine Learning: The Art and Science of Algorithms that Make Sense of DataCambridge University Press, 2012

	As one of the most comprehensive machine learning texts around, this book does justice to the field's incredible richness, but without losing sight of the unifying principles. Peter Flach's clear, example-based approach begins by discussing how a spam filter works, which gives an immediate introduction to machine learning in action,...


		

Smalltalk, Objects, and DesignIuniverse Inc, 2000
This reference and text treats the Smalltalk programming system and the web of object-oriented ideas within and around it. Thus it is more than a guide to the language; it also examines Smalltalk in its technical and historical setting, and along the way addresses the questions that every Smalltalk developer sooner or later naturally wonders about....
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